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1950 Opening Planned
By Women’s P.E. Dept.
-

New Gymnasium to Be Built First:
Modernistic Features Throughout

ATI
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structure approximately 36 feet
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, high at the highest point. The
facade will be toward the Art and
0
Drama building.
Sound Materials
The construction will be of reI
inforced concrete, with a tile and
&Cow
aulLo
rTrLnrLTh
composition roof. The new strucEsti
ture, according to Contractor 0.1,
Lxis Tim G.
E. Anderson, will have 24.600
WOMEN’S’
GYAN
square feet of floor space. It will
be of earthquake-proof construe -1
tion.
In the gymnasiuut there will bt
a basement, swimming pool, dress- ,
ing rooms and lockers, and adaptive gymnasium, five new faculty
offices with dressing rooms, a new’
main office, a folk dancing and
fencing gymnasium, class rooms
and a graduate study room.
Dressing rooms will be adjacent,.
By JACK RijSSEJLL
to activities to enable participants
The Community Chest drive is
to go from dressing room directly
failing at San Jose State!
to area of activity.
This was the’dilemma presented
I It I frG.
Spectators Can Watch
at yesterday’s student council
PL.441..04..
The folk dancing and fencing
meeting by Bob Madsen. drive
chairman. Less than one-half of gymnasium will be provided with
the pax) quota has been collected a balcony. This will permit specby the end of the regular two-day tators to watch activities without
entering the playing area. It will
drive.
also aid efforts of the janitor to
Several methods were proposed keep the floor surface in playing I
to raise’ the’ additional amount. condition.
The Social Affairs committee will
The sv,iming pool of the new
PLor
be asked to stage a Red Feather gymnasium will he one of the
dance next Saturday evening. A most modern in this area. It will
teleision party will be given Sati he furnished with an underwater’
---urday afternoon in the Stiiden lighting system and standard pool
all . -oquipmeit.addition, the entire
orrt
I’nton
Donations may be taken as admis- pool will be cover
Pictured at the top of the page is an architect’s drawTne of the
sions to the Queen Rally held next cal tile. This will make it possible
new women’s gymnasium that Will he added to the present women’s
evening.
Tuesday
for instructai at the pool to teach :
gym. This is a view of the facide of the building from the Art
Dick Robinson and Patricia with minimum of noise interferDempsey were elected by the stu- ence.
wing. The present gymnasium, not in the picture, is to the left of
dent council to fill the vacancies
the drawing. s
Heat for Dressing Room
of senior justices. ASB president
Pictured directly above is a diagrain of the site where construcThe dressing room for the swimDon Schaeffer al:ilk:dried Marilyn mer:: will be supplied with radiant
tion As now in progress. The shaded area in the picture Is the area
King and Pamela Pekor to the heat, and a ramp will extend from
Dr. Aubrey A. Douglass, assothat the new building will occupy.
Memorial Chapel board. In an- the pool to the dressing room.
ciate state superintendent of pub
appointment The pool will also be supplied with
other presidential
lic instruction and chief of the diLen Frizzi was named to the Fair- an air conditioning system.
vision of state colleges in the Calness committee.
The new classrooms will be ifornia Department of Education,
Appropriations concluded 1 h e equipped with light-tight window Is visiting the San Jose State camFrom the United Press comes promising on a farm bill. The price
;
council’s business. La Torre was shades so that teaching films can pus today.
is wind- support details are being worked
authorized to use $1000 of the be shown at any time. Dr. Palmer
Dr. Douglass, a former member- Information that Congress
SI300 made by last year’s sales. said that the -new building will be of the Strayer committee which ing up its work for the session out on wool, tung nuts, honey, poThe council underwrote "Ly- adequate, providing the college made a study of higher education with the senate and house corn - tatoes, milk, and Milk prodUcts.
curgus" for $200. The Homecom- enrollment doesn’t exceed the in California in 1947, will confer I
; The British will soon hav.le an
ing budget received en additional present figures.
agreement With the Chinese Coinwith college authorities on prob- ’
S20 to be used for downtown merTi* structure will be 178 feet lems arising from the large in monists if a report from the latter
;
chant poster §-; The Rally commit- by 160 feet and 36 feet high at crease in enrollment this quarter.
Is reliable. The report states that
tee ttoeived $200 for use in con- the highest point. Contractor An- Tie will also discuss the programs
the British are willing to recogstructing additional cheer leader demn-fias set April 15 as a tenta- being formulated for M.A. candinize the Chinese Red government
plat forms.
tive date -tor completion.
if it\will respect all British propdates.
erty in. Asia.
An examination will have to be
In labor, AFL President William
-devised soon to limit the number Green called for a merger of all
of students going into the upper labor organizations. He wants a
division in California colleges, Dr. better organized labor organizaEd Mosher, Homecoming chair- well as many binds and marching ade will be as follows: Organiza- Herman A. Spindt, director of ad- tion to arrange the strike fund.
man, announced today that tills units. The alumni and ’the ASB tions marching in parade or floats mission at the University of Cali"We have a good one." is what
year’s Homecoming parade will be also have entered floats in the laa for. the parade are to assembly be- fornia, told 200 representatives of Vishinsicy told those at
Lake Sucone of the largest student spon- rade. Spartan Spears will carry tween 4th and 7th streets on San Western colleges at a recent meet- cess. "and furthermore," he said,
sored parades ever to be held here. the State college banner.
ing.
Fernando street.
"It is a real atomic bomb!"
Dr. Spindt spoke at the fall
The terintive schedule for the
To date, Mosher said, nearly all
The parade will go down 4th
The Lady has graduated:
Bunts street to Santa Clara street, west meeting of the Western College
fraternities and sororities have en- parade is as followk:,.
association at Stanford university.
Mrs. Ann C.- Milne of Murray,
tered floats in the parade, as well competing for trophlew’must be in on Santa Clara to 1st street, down which
was attended by 24 faculty Utah. will celebrate her 101st
as other organizations. The total position by 6:30 p.m. on parade 1st street to San Carlos -’street,
from San Jose State col- birthday Oct. 27.
members
competing..
not
Fnits
for
night.
present
the
at
floats
east on Hail Carlos street to the
number of
"I’ll probably just help get the
lege.
position
is
must
be
In
by
7
trophies
time is 30 and the committee
campus and will disband here.
University of California officials housework done, as I do every day.
still- waiting for infornihtion from p.m.
.The tent ative parade date Is believe that upper division enroll- I’ll dust and sweep and tidy up."
’many other campus organizations.
The parade will begin at 730 Thursday, Oct. 27, awaiting final ment may have to be limited be- she remarked. "nut I don’t wash
The parade also will feature at p.m.
approval of local Police Chief R. ginning some time between 1955 any dishes. I’ve graduated :from
that job."
The route of march for the par- J: Blackmore,
and 1960, Dr. Spindt reported.
least 90 decorated automobiles, as
1
San Jose State college women’s
Physical Education and Recreation department will be moved
into their new $500,000 gymnasium for the opening et the
1950 fall quarter, Dr. Irene
Palmer, women’s Physical Eduhead,
andepartment
cation
nounced recently.
11 occupy
The new gymnasium
the area known as the San Carlos
turf. It will be a one story stucco
-
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Red Feather
Drive Failing,
Madsen Says

Dr. A. Douglass
fishing Spartan
Campus Today

Congress to Adjourn Soon

Limit May Be Set
D
i
F or Upper Division

Floats and Units Enlarge Parade
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Editorial

Mrs. Grace Rowe
Is New Instructor
dvIn Education
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STAN’S SLANTS . . . . by Sadler

BERKLEY BAKER

One can tell by talking to her
Published every school day by the Associated ’Students of San Jose. State College that Mrs. Grace Rowe likes to
at the Press of Glob* Printing Co. Entered as second class matter at the San work with people. Perhaps that’s
Jose Post Office.
why she has taken over the position vacated by Miss Emily DeGeorge Lajeunesse, Editor
Bob Kaye+, Business Manager
Vore, retired advisor to student
teachers.
The job is tiew to Mrs. Rowe
but the coliege is not. She was
graduated from San Jose State
For a spectacle of sheer stupidity the current vicious Navy attack with an A.B. degree in 1936. From
upon the Air Force is unexcelled in the annals of military affairs.
that time until the present the
During the past few weeks a parade of closely guarded combat new associate education professor
has been -busy in the local school
secrets have been stripped bare and laid before the eyes of the world. system
and still found time to earn
Navy spokesmen and congressmen comprising the house military a master’s degree from Stanford
affairs committee couldn’t have given more aid and comfort to a university in 1947. She has been
potential enemy if they had picked up the Pentagon building by the principal of six different schools.

’Navy Day’ in Washington

foundations and set it up in Red Square.

t,

1

Striving desperately to maintain its position as the nation’s -first
line of defense, the Navy has called upon its top brass in an all-out
attempt to sabotage the Air Force. .
Among the assortment of witnesses testifying in Navy behalf
are a number of ex -battleship admirals who fought the concept of
aerial warfare from the days of Billy Mitchell all the way to Pearl
Harbor.
Now these very same battleship admirals have suddenly blossomed out as champions of airpowernaval airpower.
With battleships relegated to barnacle catching duties in remote
shipyard corners Navy brass has hopped aboard the super-carrier
bandwagon.
The Navy evidently now feels Ole it must push for ultimate construction of the proposed super-carrier USS United States, at the expense of national security, or it, the Navy, will take second place to
the Air Force: a bitter pill for old Annapolis seadogs to swallow.
Top Navy men have suddenly become moral in their outlook toward future warfare. Several of them this past week have deplored
high level strategic aerial bombardment on the grounds that it was
inhuman to civilian populations.
Such humane thoughts are a strange about-face for Navy commanders who strode the bridges of battleships as they poured thousands of sixteen inch shells into Agana, Guam and Tinian town, in the
Marianas, in an effort to reduce enemy_resistance.
Unification has degenerated into a ridiculous grab for defense
iollars. It is no longer a case of seapower versus airpower: obviously
the airplane is here to stay. Just where the airplane will stay is the
oig questionon the deck of a carrier or at an Air Force land base?

Hilton is Authority
On ’How Not to Write
By Virginia MacPherson
JamHollywood, Oct. 18 (UP
es Hilton’s been roped in for his
share of lectures on "How to
Write a Novel," but nobody, he
said today, has ever asked him
now NOT to. And that’s something he’s an authority on.

1

He is, he admits, the world’s
best "putter-off-er" when it comes
to batting out a best-seller. "Lost
Horizon" and "Goodbye Mr. Chips"
might never hfIve been written if
he hadn’ run out of things to do,
"It is incredible." Hilton says.
"the number of unnecessary chores
I can think up to keep me from
sitting down to a typewriter."
The Hilton garden is bulging at
the rosebushes with home-made
lawn furniture. Chairs and tables
and benches and stuff the Lord of
the Manor nailed together when
he should’ve been working on
chapter 3.
There’s not a leaky faucet or al
dri ping shower in the whole I
hse. Hilton’s an amateur plumber," too. Took it up when he discovered it takes several hours to
plug up a pipe.
Impatient publishers can holler
all they want to.- They can point
to the clause in Hilton’s contract
where he promised to deliver by
.a certain date. They can even
bombard him with long-distance
calls to hurry-up.
Chances are he won’t even be
home to answer his phone. Because he lives in a hilltop mansion.
And hills are wonderful things to
walk around on. Think, chortles
Hilton, of all the writing you

RENT A
TYPEWRITER
SPECIAL STUDENT
RATE 3MONTNS

INNEDI BUSINESS MACHINFF
E

111010.1.4
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CAN’T do when you’re taking a
hike.
And then there’s Molly. Molly,
he figures, has used up a good
three-novels vi,orth of Hilton time.
lfo:l just became a mother, in
fact, and anybody knows you can’t
keep your mind on ploristructure
when you’re pacing a kennel floor.
I am the proud father of six
pedigree Airedale pups," Hilton
grinned. "A wonderful way to keep
away from your typewriter. Take
this afternoon, for ’instance. The
pups have to have their tails trimmed."
Author Hilton was beaming over the prospect, That, he said,
should take him up to dinner time.
After that he’d think up something else to keep from working.
"I guess I’ll start planning next
week’s Hallmark radio show," he
said. "And then tomorrow there
are soap operas. Yes, I confess I
even listen to them, _rather than
settle down and write.
"And let me tell you this: The
mark of the rank amateur is the
person who says: ’I just couldn’t
stay away from the typewriter.
This is a book I just HAD to
write."
Hilton feels sorry for him. Think
of the lawn ’furniture he hasn’t
got. Probably even lets somebody
else take his dogs down to have
their tails chopped oft

"I said a sandwich and 4 cups of coffee"

Thrust and Parry
A suggestion

MRS. GRACE IsOWE
The latest is Lowell school where
she remained for seven years.
What changes does a grad of
the middle thirties notice in SJSC
upon returning? Mrs. Rowe no- ,
tices the enrollment as one of the
When I
most obvious factors.
first started at San Jose, I was in ’
the junior college. At that time
there were about 50 students in
the’J.C.," she remarked.
As for department changes, the
education student of today has
better opportunities but has to be
more on the ball. Mrs. Rowe ohsered th;:t when she took her
teachcr training it was up to Inc
individuals to place themselves in
1-4,40.4aw wher-cas_now 1.11.42_
arrangements are made for the
student. Alt hough the t eacher
demand is greater today than it
was in my undergraduate days.
the screening is more thorough
now than it was then," she said.
Asked as to a choice between
the elementary level and the college level. Mrs. Rowe answered,
"It’s hard to say, I guess I just
like to work with people."
Mrs. Rowe is married to Dr:
Horace D. Rowe, San Jose dentist.

Norm Rolls a Natural
Norman Stenback, San Jose
State college student, is the new
singles champion of the Heighberg
bowling tournament, an annual affair held in Redwood City.
Amassing 827 pins in four games,
Stenback outlasted over five hundred bowlers from the West Coast
for his victory. At 22, he is the
youngest singles winner in the history of the classic. Stenback is a
member of Theta Chi fraternity
at San Jose State.
_

Dear Thrust and Parry and
Mrs. Eva Carver:
Won’t like the idea of spending
10 cents for a cup of coffee.
If you raised the price because
of the perennial stool-sitters who
slow down the turnover of customers. why can’t there be some
changes made?
Here’s a suggestion. A separate
counter for hamburgers and hot
dogs was set up, why can’t there
be another counter at the opposite
end of the coop where coffee can
be served on a mass production
basis at 5 cents per cup? Paper
cups could be used and then we I
could carry those disposable cups
to a table or outside---hence no!
extra dishes to wash and more
stool space.
If this system would be too expensive or too impractical to set
up and operate, perhaps another !
idea will pop up. But the coop is

for the student benefits and the
hike in price is not for student’s
benefits.
Many students count on a rest
period and a cup of coffee. It is
a wonderful help in struggling
through the rest of the day. It
may be all psychological, but it
still helps and we like it. But on a
limited budget the doubling of
price causes a hardship.
If the coop is for us, why can’t
we have something to say about
ASS 5409
it"

ATTENTION!!
Fraternity & Sorority
Managers
Solve your MEAT prob
lem by visiting our wholesale department. We are
sure we can save you
money with our high quality of meats.

Vacation ON er:
‘1111 MI15 Reiuirii

FREE DELIVERY
MENU SUGGESTIONS

"Mu Mu" is home again. In
case you haven’t met "Mu Mu"
you mi!;ht be interested in knowing that he is 0 black cocker
spaniel bekingim; to Theta Mu
Sigma fraternity.
’Mu NIu w:.s "pasture(l-out
this summer with Bill Pack, ’Theta
Nitt- -T%-tto- lI es In Oaktanci. The
pup was acquired last year by the
\l us who felt they needed moral
support ior their part in competitive sports.

HALE’S Food Shop
*

330 So. 2nd

______ms3Witettemrt-af
;f1

-ewic
DECIcious
RANCH BURGERS
HOT TAMALES

Hey!

and

CHILI
DINNERS

-

MICKEY’S

ANDREE’S
DRIVE-IN

43 POST STREET

San Carlos and Almaden

There’s An Art
To Dry Cleaning

BACK-TO-SCHOOL SPECIAL

ART CLEANERS

Reg. 9.50 Oil Permanent
NOW 4.95 Complete
FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY

ALLURE BEAUTY SALON
C.LOSED TUESDAYS

131 E. %Own Skye+

CYpress 2-2547

391
. Santa Clara St.

CYpress
3-9309

"Catering to those Who Care"
JACK FLOURNOY

DAVE ROSENTHAL JR.

Owners-Operators

otinst,Y.-

T brerritskas

RESEARCH

Coffee Cost Question
Analyzed by Writer
By F. C. NOFZIGER
(former Sununertimes editor)
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some students would take advantage of the fact mainly as a matter
of spite.
Mrs. Carver was, of course, mistaken-In this particular case. The
noble youth of San Jose State colblue Spartans every
lege true
onewould not stoop so low.
Final solution of the stool pigeon problem here at State seems
not to rest with the dime cup of

Thrust and Parry
Listen, Brother
Dear Thrust and Parry tind
Bro. Newby:
Your "ad" in last week’s Spartan Daily brought tears to my
eyes. I realized just how utterly
unqualified I was, should I travel
to Moscow, Peking, Prague, Reykjavil, Bagdad, Fez, Teheran, or,
as a matter of fact, even venture
up North Market street.
One thousand student/At eh? You
should be congratulated. It must
be a pleasure indeed to look up
and see a class where everybody
in the rOom has a place to sit.
Possibly we can send you four or
five hundred students next quarter to fill out your modern language quota.
Undoubtedly 75 percept or more
of our college faculty have studied
one or more foreign languages
daring their college career. They
told us it would make us more cultured. For one, I had four years
of German (conversational Ger-man included). I used it, too!
Needed it for a pre-requisite for
the Doctor’s degree. Had to read
one-half page in German. Total
time In preparation four years; total time used four minutes. (Of
course I’m a slow reader).
Don’t believe you got very far
in comparing the number of students who will visit Athens or Madrid; with those ’coeds who use
"cosmetics". (And, those who don’t
use it should.)
Don’t you think it possible that
many instructors believe that our
students should have a mastery of.
our own native tongue before
branching out intcVome foreign
area? We find that ur commerce
students are extremely weak in
handling the King’s English. Possibly we are the only department
in this predicament- we w ill leave
that to the English department to
decide.
I’m old-fashioned I guess, but I
still believe that our students need
more training in Conversational
English before branching out into
foreign fields for a questionable
,mastery of some foreign language,
Isthich they will undoubtedly NEVER use, except in ordering a $7.00
dinner or in attempting to decipher *a doctor’s prescription scrawled
in Latin.
E. W. AtkinsonFPC 60

An informal poll taken on campus recently shoWs that less than
1 out oc 10 students approve the
recent bike in coop coffee price
from 5 lc) 10 cents.
The excuse that wholesale coffee prices have gone up failed to
impress most of those interviewed.
Investigation shows that the retail
price of a two-pound can of name
brand coffee on the average is less
than 7 cents more than last year.
Mrs. Eva Carver, Coop manager.
says that prices on coffee used hv
the Coop have gone up four cents
a pound with another hike in the
offing. Divide four cents, however,
by the number of cups a pound ()I
coffee will make and the per cup
cost increase is a bare fraction of
a cent.
Business Manager William Felse’s argument that some students
feel that a cup of Java entitles
them to an indefinite lease on a
stool stands on better grounds,
however.
Turnover Is Slow
The writer did a bit of detective
work and some quick figuring and
came up with some interesting information. Assuming that all seats
F. C. NOFZIGER
In the coop are occupied from 7
a.m.opening timeuntil 6:30 p. coffee, free seconds or not, imm.closing timeeach stool is
partial observers believe. Their sofound to serve 2.2 pigeons an hour. lution is educating the student to
The results are obtained from lbe more considerate of the guy
figures released by Mrs. Carver. standing in back of him with his
These show 79 counter stools serv- tongue hanging out.
ing from 2315-2715 persons daily
A more practical solution, howminus from 250-300 who buy at ever. probably would be installathe hamburger counter.
tion of parking meters at each
Giving- the coop the benefit of seat for use during rush hours.
the doubt we used a figure of 2000
persons served at stools and came
.up with the 2.2 average.
’ In. all fairness to coffee addicts.
however, it should be pointed out
that the number is probably considerably’ Tilkher during rushes, as
Highlight of the Beta Beta Beta
there are many times during the overnight trip to Big Sur State
day when some stools are vacant. park was the glimpse of five sea
’
Turnovet Still Skim*
otter playing in large kelp hed,
Even when going on a basis df related Dr. James P. ilealth, facan average of 50 stools in constarft ulty’ adViser. The ’biological sciuse, the turnover is still only 3.47 ence society made the trip Satpersons an hour or one person ev- urday and returned Sunday eve._-,
ery 18 minutes:
fling.
Interested persons have pointed
Whilo at the park,..the 18 per
out that one reason for the slow sons who made the trip heard a
turnover in the past was the ranger describe the history and Dear Thrust and Parry and
length of time it takes to get serv- organization of the camp site. In Mr. Newby:
In parry to your recent thrust,
ed. Many report waits of nearly addition, exploration hikes and
five minutes for service alone. An ’classification of biologictil and bo- I would like to answer the quesaverage wait of only two minutes tantiical specimens occupied the tion about which you are lamenting. Campus gossip has it that lana persons would figure out to near- tri Beta members.
guage classes are hard. Five days
ly an hour lost each day for each
Faculty members on the trip in
scat, again figuring on the 79.. addition to Dr Heath included a week of languages is an awful
lot to digest.
stool basis.
Dr. Albert F. Ellis and Dr.
A person asks of a student who
With time worth about a dollar Charles Sibley.
Is taking a language course how
no tionr-ort-todayts-maeket-i4---thushe likes it, and he says "ugh!"
becomes possible to see reasons
(That statement calls for an ,exfor the price hike. The objection
(’lamation point). Possibly the
here, however, is that time lost is
thing that is wrong is that the
due to inefficiency of service rathclasses are not made interesting
er than than inconsideration of
The State and County govern- enough to &tract the student mapigeons.
Monat
12:30
ment class meeting
In a telephone interview with day was just beginning to get joring in other fields.
Another aspect to consider, prat
the writer, Mrs. Carver agreed interesting.
fessor,
is that state requirements,
many
cases
coop
service
that in
Dr. Earl C. Campbell had finmajor rewas not satisfactory last year. In ished taking the roll and was school requirements,
an effort to remedy this, she has about to discuss historical state quirements, and minor requirecut down on part-time help and constitutions. He opened his mouth ments take up most of the four
increased the number of full-time impressively, but instead of pear- years. With only a few electives to
spread all over the college, the
workers.
shaped tones out came the roar student chooses classes that his
Costs Climb
of a 75-piece band.
friends recommend or those that
The catch to this is that full
Outside the window, the Spar- sound appealing.
time help receives 5 cents an hour tan marching band was warming
ASH 5409.
more wages plus two meals a day up for an hour session of musical
plus uniform laundry service, gymnastics. They seemed loath,
which means costs go up again.
however, to play the march they
Paintings and scrolls on the
Furthermore, Mrs. Carver says were practicing through to Its walls of Chinese homes are changthat while in most eating places, completion. ed periodically to keep them in
about 30 per cent of the gross goes
Icy-calm and dignified through harmony with the seasons.
Into wages, the coop pays out 48.- It all, Dr. Campbell finally leaned
55 per cent in wages. Despite an back on the blackboard and reAn organized system of shortthis she laims that coop prick marked, "I wish they’d play that hand was developed and used by
are generally lower than those of hing all the way through."
the Romans as far back as 63 B.C.
the average eating spot.
Of course, this is of no concern
to those who confine their patronA PENNY SAVED
A PENNY EARNED
age entirely to coffee drinking.
Most of these figure that coffee at
surroundtng eating places has beoome cheaper by virtue of free or
Buttons sewed onRips and tears repaired
5 cent seconds.
Close to College Close to Town
Serve Seeends Flee
When the subject of seconds
EIGHT CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
was mentioned to Mrs. Carver she
admitted reluctantly that because
275 E. William
1199 Franklin - Santa Clara
of the increased price the coop
25-29 S. Third Street
CYpeess 2-1052
Main Plant
will now serve free seconds upon
1740 Park Ave.
211 Willow
332 E. Santa Clara St.
request.
Lincoln
24th
Santa
Clara
St.
1335
end
I
publicity
of
Reason for the lack
Obout seconds was her fear that

Overnighters
, See Otters!

Lamenter Answered

Dr. Campbell Icy
As Band Plays On

Golden West Dry Cleaners

Vague, ’Incoherent

’

.

Dear Thrust and Parry and
Dale Brown:
In Feference to your letter in
FridaSes Spartan Daily, may I say
that I considered it vague, incoherent, and as accomplishing nothing.
You caution people to ". . . be
sure you know what you are talking about." My inquiry was obviously an attempt to do just that!
Granting that my use of- "dastardly" migtft be considered slightly ill-timed (though I personally
don’t think so), don’t you honestly
think you could have accomplished
more by publishing a simple explanation of the facts that you
warn everybody "to be sure of"?
Keith KerwinASB 304. "

Switchman Snores!
Dear

Thrust and Parry:
It must have been obvious to
those who attended the USF rally
that SJS student government is
asleep at the switch. A first quarter freshman was allowed to volunteer to organize a skit for what
he was told was to be a 12:30 rally
of little consequence. Furthermore,
no member of this skit committee -had ever attended a single rally a SJS.

Finding on Monday that the
rally was to be an all-important
night rally, this freshman explained to a rally committee big wheel
that as he had no notable experience with skits a mote capable
man should be chosen for the Job.
Result: "do the best you can!"
The skit did not even have one
reported
Daily
The
(Editor’s note:
on this matter Monday. The story rehearsal, and of couke the result
was not a top flight skit (ask
ran on page two, column two.)
anyone who saw it).

A Brahma Bull?’
Dear Thrust and Parry:
In the Friday edition of the
Spartan .Daily there was a letter
printed that was received from the
President of the Oregon State student body. He was asking advice
about our rodeo team. It appears
that the writer made more or less
of a joke of this, but it seems to
me that it takes just as ’much intestinal fortitude for a 175 pound
man to challenge a 1100 pound
horse to a contest as it does for
the same man to crash into someone, perhaps 25 pounds heavier
than himself, on a fqotball field.
California is it’swestern state and
is more rapidly turning every day
to the only sport in America that
was originated in these Called
States. I am sure that there are
quite a few members of this student body of more than 8000 who
are very capable of riding a bronc
or brahma bull or roping a calf in
a few seconds.
.
.1 Might add that the -rodeo rates
very high on the list of spectator
silbrts, and also I for one would
like to be a member of a San Jose
State rodeo team.
Frank Ihiglin ASB 2460.

OPEN
FOR
Engagements

Why is responsibility so carelessly thrown around? Why so
complete a lack of organization?
Where are State’s upper classmen? Such a thing should not be
allowed to happen again. Let’s get
our student government on the
ball.
Tom EvansASB 7263.
(skit chairman)

I 4th ertisentent

Student ’Y’
Barbecue
Meat Success
All who attended the Student
"Y" feast will agree, that meat
was delicious. As their teeth sank
into those tender, juicy,- morfsels,
they began to realize whit ’mall*"
excellent meat it was. A ’few students probably wondered wheeeit
was purchased, it was so good.
That delicious barbecued-Merit
was supplied by Western Cold
Storage Company, 40 North
Fourth street, in Ban Jose:
r
Student Rates
They have a special rate for students, only $5.00 per.. -year for- a
Locker. Meat bought ltfer:e Wits
less, and is the best. For example,
current price of Armour’s _Star
(the fait) bacon is only -66 rents
per pound. Pork chops cost 59
cents per pound in 10-pound lots.
Half of a young, tender lamb
weighs 20 to 25 pounds and will
cost only 49 cents per pound, all
cut to your order and wrapped
and frozen if you wish, and at no
extra cost. Bring your Student
Body Card to get special rate.

Sororities and Frats
also included
Sororities. Fraternities, a n d
Boarding Houses who cater to college students, all get the special
student rates at Western Cold
Storage Company. So House
Managers, before you purchase
FEATURING
meat, be sure to look into the
possibilNies of this reasonable offer by Western. Western supplies
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM FURNISHED all kinds of meats for almost, any
occasion, and at more reasonable
DROP US A CARD
prices.

,
//
/1/ ALL iirem

ORCH.ESTIM:14

Rumbas-Sambas-Mambo
1067 Chestnut St. CY 3-5271
San Jose

(Advertisement)

A GOOD DEAL!
’

NATIONAL CAMPUS CLUB

Membership open to studentsONLY $3.00 A YEAR. Get your NCC
card from our campus reps. or at AL ALDRIDGE’S UNION STATION4th and San Fernando.

SAVE!

SAVE!

20% off on DRY (’LEANING
15% off on JEWELRY FLOWERS, WATCH REPAIRS
PHOTOGRAPHY AND SHOE REPAIR

CAR OWNERS!

CAR OWNERS!

2c off per gal. (UNION 7600)-5c off per qt. oil.
15% off on PARTS and ACCESSORIES, BODY AND FENDER WORK

$1.00)
(ALL AUTO LUBRICATION
off on Painting
15%
15% off on Upholstering
15% off on Tires, Tubes, Batteries, Seat Covell
Guaranteed savings or your money back!!!

-

STUDENT -OWNED AND OPERATEDNGC--CY 71534-
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New Fashions Set Pace
For Trim Spartan Maids
By DONNIE NUNES
Velveteens, satins, taffetas, and corduroys were among the
fabrics used to illustrate trimness for the Spartan fall pace in the
"Fashion Date With Coke" style show Monday night in the Civic
auditorium.
Spruce blue, parkway green, rive blue, and hot orange were
outstanding colors highlighting
the various costumes.
Everything from black velveteen slacks with weskit to match
to a black taffeta dress with inserted metal rings to make ’the
lampshade skirt stand out were
on the fashion agenda.
Novelties in the shoe line were
chuk-a-boots made of highly polished leather which hugged the
ankle, Wellington boots decorated
with quaint brass rings, and a
light weight, honest -to-goodness
ski boot appropriate for campus
togs.
Spectators, opera pumps, and
moccasins were the standard classics suitable for any wardrobe.
Trends in shoes shown seem to
be in, keeping with last year’s
versatile casual flats which are
welcomed by the campus set for
their comfort and unique styling.
Spartan maids will be glad to
know that sweaters, skirts, jessey
blouses, and sliortie coats are
Still valuable assets to their fall
wardrobes.
Date dresses sprinkled with se-

quins, tiny velvet tams, sparkling
jewelry, and harmonizing bags
caught the eyes of over 250
clothes-conscious college girls. Indications that bobby sox are
things of the past were evident
when soft, natural shades in hose
were contrasted with colorful ensembles.
Little change in skirt lengths
was noticed since date dresses and
day-time apparel tend to vary
from two to three inches in length
regardless of the dictates of the
designing world.
The theme of the affair centered around 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
wear.
Miss Catherine Powell of San
Francisco served as commentator.
Spartan models were the Misses
Pinky Stone, Joyce Dow, Joanne
Moody, Betty E3oehmke, Joanne
Becker, and Ruth Brenneman.
Clothes were shown through the
courtesy of Mademoiselle’s local
store. Shoes were from Frank
More stores of San Jose and San
Francisco.

Kaiser-Giese Exchange Vows
In Impressive Church Rites
:Added to the list of married
catples on campus, Mr. and Mrs.
*elf Giese were married early in
Sdptember in the wedding chapel
of- the Emmanuel Met hodist
cliurch in Colton, Calif.
The former Miss Helen Anne
Kaiser was given in marriage by
her father, Harry E. Kaiser.
For her weddin g, the bride
chose a cream satin gown, fashioned entrain with a full hooped
skirt, long sleeves, and an offthe -shoulder line with net insert.
14rr veil of Spanish lace fell from
a -tiara of solid seed pearls. She
carried a lavender-tipped orchid
stwrounded by carnations and stephonitis.
Her maid of honor, Miss Barbara Struckman, was gowned in
palomino satin with a full hooped
skirt. She carried yellow carnations.
Miss Marjorie Wobser, secondary attendant, wore a green mist
satin gown fashioned after the
maid of honor’s. She carried rose
and pink carnations.
Albert G. Bermudez of Mentone
-

Delta Sigs Confer

AP

An informal dinner in the Rose
Room of Voight’s restaurant
opened the year’s ’activities’, for
the Gamma Epsilon chapter of
Delta Sigma Phi recently..
Newest of national fraternities
on Washington Square, the DSP’s
are currently planning to take an
actie part in Campus affairs this
year.
Guest of the evening was Tom
Marquiss of Beta Xi chapter at
Santa Barbara. He is enrolled at
San Jose State colege as a journalism major.
Bill Martin, president of the
local group, formally welcomed
his affiliates back to the campus.
He gave a short report concerning the national convention of
Delta Sigma Phi held at Columbus, Ohio, during the summer.

was best man. Ushers were Roy
Ringvvakd of San Bernardino and
Ray Batriert of Ls Angeles. Clay
Simons acted as groom attendant.
The new. Mrs. Giese is a graduate of Colton high school. Mr.
Giese. from Inglewood, attended
Valley college. They both entered
San Jose State college this quarter.

B. Parker. Hal Snook Wed
la Napa Methodist Church
The Methodist church in Napa
was the scene of the wedding of
Hal Snook and Miss Barbara Parker last month.
A unique announcement said:
"Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Parker
wish to announce the capture of
one U.S .Air Force Lieutenant,
Hal Snook, by their. daughter,
Barbara Cora. Unconditional surrender was accomplished at two
’o’clock in the afternoon, Friday,
the Ninth day of September,
Methodist Church, Napa, Calif."
Snook, a June graduate, is doing graduate work. He is a Lieutenant in the U.S. Air Force reserve.
The new Mrs. Snook is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
fr. Parker of Napa. She is a
member of Sigma Kappa sorority
and Kappa Delta Pi. honorary educat iOn society.

Wedding Bells Ring
For Seyfried-Heath
In Mann Services

Alpha Chi Omega’s Announce
Engagements at Gathering

Engagements - were announced ment to Robert Kastner at the
by five Alpha Chi Omegas at a meeting.
Miss Brodhead is the daughter
recent A Chi 0 sorority meeting.
of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Brodhead
of Whittier, Calif. She is a sophomore General Education major.
First to make known her intenThe future bridegroom is the
tions was Miss Coralie Hill who son of Mr. and Mrs. Otto Kastner
will wed James W. Schaar next of Livermore, Calif. He is a sophfall. She is a Speech and Drama omore Music major and is affilimajor and holds the position of ated with Kappa Alpha fraternity. "
Panhellenic representative. Scheer
is a Commercial Art major from
Pacific Grove.
Another A Chi 0 was added to
the growing engaged list when
Miss Norma Bettencourt revealed
Passing the traditional five- her plans to wed Everett Depound box of chocolates to her Salles.
sisters, Miss Martha Ann Roberts
Miss Bettencourt is -the daughdisclosed that wedding bells will ter of Dr. and Mrs. J. F. Bettenring for her and John B. Benson. court of Alvarado. She is a junior
Mr. and Mrs. E. U. Roberts of General Elementary major.
DeSalles is a junior Social SciOakland are the parents of the
future bride. She is a junior Gen- ence major from Niles, Calif.
eral Elementary major and Alpha
Chi house manager.
A summer engagement to DuThe prospective benedict is a
junior Industrial Arts major from bois C. Rhine was disclosed by
Playa Del Rey. He is affiliated Miss Beverly Ricketts, chapter
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Pitman
president.
with Delta Upsilon fraternity.
returned from their honeymoon
Mr. and Mrs. V. P. Ricketts/ of
spent at Pleasure Point, Santa
Westwood, Calif., are the parents
Cruz, recently.
of the bride-to-be. She is a junior
The former Miss Marylyn WhaA five-pound box of chocolates
ley changed her name at rites containing a diamond ring was Interior Decoration major.
read by The Rev. Dwight H. Small passed from sister to sister until
The prospective bridegroom is
in Westminster Presbyterian Miss Joan Brodhead slipped it on a junior Science major and affilichurch.
her finger, revealing her engage- ated with Delta Sigma fratiirnity.
White stock and gladioli decorated the candlelighted altar for
Emeralds were once believed to
the evening service. Miss Mary
be beneficial to the eyes and amePitman, sister of the benedict, and
Two possioie memoers of the
Miss Bernadine Thompso n, as 1970 class at San Jose State col- thysts were thought to prevent
drunkenness.
bridesmaids, were dressed in blue lege may be the
Misses Cynthia
satin.
Ann Vroom and Carol Lee Cheim.
Wearing a pink satin kown, Little Miss Vroom is the new 7Miss Mona Gail Bean attended as pound daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
maid of honor. She held a bouquet Gerald A. Vroom. Vroom is manof pink roses.
ager of athletics on the Spartan
The bride was gowned in white campus.
satin which was augmented by a
Miss Cheim, who was born Sept.
hoop skirt, Venetian lace trim, and 19, is the daughter of Mr. and
seed pearls. Her shower bouquet Mrs. Robert E. Cheim and grandincluded a white orchid, lily of daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Marques
the valley, and stephanotis. She E. Reitzel. Dr. Reitzel is head of
was given in marriage by her the college Art department.
father, Rodney Whaley.
Gordon Petriquin stood as best
BETWEEN
275i
The CCAA is considered second
man, while David Pitman, brother
6TH & 7TH
E . SAN FERNANDO
strongest
conference
on
the
Paciof the benedict, Thomas Whaley,
fic coast.
brother of the bride, and Bill

White blossoms extended Along
the aisle to the altar in San
Anselmo Presbyterian church
where Miss Frieda Seyfried and
Harlan H. Heath were married
in a double-ring ceremony recently.
The former Miss Seyfried wore
’white satin with basque bodice
and full skirt as she was escorted
to the altar by her father.
Mrs. Heath, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Alberi Seyfried of Larkspur, received her schooling at
Crockett and.San Jose State college.
Heath is the son of Dr. and
Mrs. Harrison F. Heath. He received his degree in engineering
at the University of Washington
and his master’s degree from
Stanford university.
Dr. Harrison Heath is profess&
of psychology at San Jose State
college.

Hill-Schaar

Bettencourt-DeSalles

Roberts-Benson

Ricketts-Rhine

Pitmans Return
From Santa Cruz

Broadhead-Kastner.

Life Begins For ’70 Class

Campus Creamery
Silex Coffee

Sandwiches
15c 20c 25c

%Vollin acted as ushers.
Following the ceremony, a reception was held in the church
parlors. Mrs. Cleo Whaley, the
bride’s mother, .received guests
attired in a dark green gown complemented with a green orchid.
Mrs. Robert F. Pitman, the benedict’s mother, greeted those in
attendance donned in a gray ensemble, augmented with pink orchids.
The bridegroom, a History major beginning his senior year at
San Jose State college, is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Pitman of Saratoga. His bride is
the daughter of Mrs. Cleo Whaley
of San Jose.

Refresh...Add
Zest To The Hour
The Coca-Cola Company
brings you...
Edgar Bergen with
Charlie McCarthy
CBS Sunday Evening

Want Good Food?
Mayfair has it!

Rites Unite Benoit-Pitzer
Miss Kathleen Cecille Benoit
and William Allen- Pitzer were
married in morning ceremonies at,
Sacred Heart church recently.
A graduate of Notre Dame high
school, Mrs. Pitzer also attended
San Jose State college. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
A. E. Benoit.
Pitzer, who is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. R. C. Pitzer, attended
San Jose schools prior to his graduation from Stanford university

FOR STATE STUDENTS ONLY

$5.50 Meal Tickets
for $5.00
Complete Breakfast, Lunches, Dinners
Open 7 a.m. to 10 p.m

MAYFAIR
RESTAURANT
159 SO. FIRST ST.

WENDTS Froz N - Foods Lockers
CUTS
OR
HALF
BEEF

MEATS
FREE DELIVERY
SORORITIES
FRATERNITIES
BOARDING HOUSES

GORNER MARKET and ST. JOHN

WHOLESALE
TO
CONSUMERS

Ask for it either may.... both
grade-marks mean the same thing.
ROTTLEo uNoRR AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY SY

CYpress 5-1972

COCACOLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF SAN JOSE
Copyright 1949. Coca -Colo Company
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California Has
Startling Uniforms
For Marching Band

Glue Pot and Eye Shade
By CARL CASE

Freshmen should consider them- devise the most...fiendish tortures.
selves very fortunate in attending These are just a few of then
By JEANNIE HAMILTON
"State" because at other schools "higher" institutions that still
think they are in grade school.
UNIVERSITY OF CALIF.
they would feel the sting of the
After three years of pleading,
BMOC’ Is Leader
paddle, wear clothes inside out.
arguin g, persuading and, perThere is usually one BMOC who
or some other juvenile idea.
chance, a few attempts at blackleads the show. Apparently he
Headline stories from various feels that he is building up good- mail, the California band has won
college newspapers scream out to old school spirit when he leads a major victory in the field of
fashion..
the lowly Ones that they are even follow-the -leader, unoriginal oafs
The old-new look will again be
lower than a dog. "Beware, Frosh! in molesting the new students.
The BMOC is happy now that a campus sensation when it take’
Read This Article Carefully"
shouts the Santa Barbara paper the vets are thinning out. New the form of new band uniforms,
and it lists 12 do’s and don’t’s I18-year-olds are filtering in that described by Manager Don Lynch
as "simple but startling."
that freshmen must follow exactly. i are easier to discipline or bully.
After much coaxing and cajolA few retarded upper classmen
"Froxh, Beware," echoes the
Daily Californian at Berkeley, are always around. They Jump at ing, Lynch admitted yesterday
"Follow The Rules or Get a the chance to display their sadism that the need for the new uniBruise." And they promise swift and boost their nasty egos by forms was drastic but refused to
give an adequate description of
and terrible is the justice for the humiliating their "inferiors."
law less.
That’s the way it_works. Aren’t their style and color. And vith
this, he turned on his heel and
"Woe Be Ti Thee, Slime If we glad that we are grown up.
walked away muttering, "I’m
Thou Trangressests" moans the
Congratulations should be now
silent type."
sheet at Hardin-Simmons univer- extended to Cal Poly for growing really the strong
sity. They copied their hazing up too. They discontinued their
However, a rumor, obtained
rules from the ten commandments sale of clinks this year. Now they from several nearby bandsmen,
for the UCLA slime.
can display a decent school spirit has it that the color scheme will
Childish Ventura J.C. has spent and even crack a book occasion- be the traditional blue and gold:
blue, double-breasted coats and
many sleepless nights trying to ally.
gold trousers. The white shoes
will be replaced with black ones
because they will harmonize better
with the ensemble; even the hats
will have a different chic atmosphere. However, the old, gold ties
will be retained.
By ELMER ISAACSEN
i dents having trouble of any kind
Even the drum major and his
SAN DIEGO STATE. -If theo- In math studies, or math prob- assistants will have the new -look.
rems, loci, or algebraic equations lems in any other field, are invited They will be costumed in white,
are bothering you, go on a stright to take advantage of the service the only difference from their
line to the Math Clinic. For some, this clinic offers.
present uniforms being the style.
Mr. H. S. Englander, who has
the shortest distance between
The change has long been
studying and the "know how" in been in charge of -the clinic for
needed and Lynch reappeared to
math has been at the end of this the past two years, stressed that
students enrolled in other depart- state "We want to be progressivo
line.
keep up with the world."
Since the clinic was started two ments such as Chemistry, Physics, and
A hundred uniforms have been
years ago about 25 students each and so on, who have special probsemester have found an easier way lems, are welcome to make use of ordered but Lynch managed to
worm a publicity blurb into the
to master mathematics. Formerly the clinic.
Asked what he would do if he conversation
when
he subtly
they pounded their heads against
the proverbial stone wall. Aftet got an applicant who knew more hinted about the need for new
members: "There are plenty for
attending the Math clinic their math than he did, Mr..rednalgEmath headaches were cteared up grinned und with a twinkle in his any man who wants to be outand mathematics teased to be the eye said, "Learn from him!"
fitted in one of our beautiful new
You can’t stump the man!
bug -a -boo that it had been for
uniforms."
them.
Tire Math Clinic Is In the Mathematics department. The aim of
the clinic is to provide aid to all
students, whether or not they are
enrolled in a math course, in the
form of drill on the fandamentals
and other parts gitmath that may
be difficult for the student. Stu-

San Diego Math Clinic Aids
Aztecs.-Stops Headaches

JUNIOR

WANTS TO BE A STATE BOOSTER, TOO!

1-Shirts in Junior Sizes, $1.00 & $1.25

Willamette Solves
Cheating Problem
WILLIAMETTE U. A resoluAion designed to provide uniform
Control of cheating problems on
the campus of Williamette University has been adopted by the
faculty.
The resolution, along
with other rules and togulations.
has been put into a new administrative handbook that vill be issued to all students this year.
The resolution says, in effect,
that any stucer.: elargod with
cheating has ror.n.Uted an act
of dishonesty z.giiirst the tiniver%\ sity and theta+ la te ’yid he dealt
with by the disq’ii.iro committee
rather than the individual professor .concerned. The student will
be turned over to the committee
after the professor has reported
the case to the appropriate dean;
Dean’ Raymond Wit hey, who
announce?! the measure, pointed
out that in the past there have
been unfair situations in which
the punishment for two different
students has varied for the same
of fense.
If you copy from one man, you
can be sued for plagiarism; if you
copy from many, you are honored
for your research.

Archie’s

Make him glad
to look like Dad!

CALIFORNIA BOOK C .
"Your Friendly Store’’
134 E. San Fernando

Across 4th from Student Union

FOR THE GAME
FOR THE BEACH
Visored Rooters’ Caps - 1.25 to 1.95
Also S. J. State pennants, T-Shirts,
and Sweat Shirts

T
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Campus News LA State Has S tyle Service
LOS ANGELES STATE COLLEGE. Designed to meet a muchfelt need for sensible advise in
matters pertaining to dress and
grooming, the "Style Service Lab"
will start its second semester of
operation this fall. It is located in
the room adjoining 203-B, College
Hall.

’ enthusiastic response it has received in such a short time.
.quipment in
e center includes many fashk
magazines,
charts, sample fabrics and other
!illustrative material. Each day,
during the noon hour, there will
I be a student in 203-B who will
make appointments for consultations and also give ’basic advice.
1Tire center is open to the boys as
This is a service which is unique well as the girls and its use is
to both this area and to State Col- i particularly advantageous to proslege. It is a service designed to pective teachers.
aid students in wise selection and
Miss Erichson also wishes to anpurchase of clothes. This is a type nounce that the center is set up to
of advice which is largely unob- give sound, sensible advice, and intainable except where a center sists that it will never become a
such as this is established.
"charm school." Another point of
interest to students is that all
The center opened last April un- services are free.
der the direction of Miss Evelyn
Erichson, assistant professor of
art. Miss Erichson stated today
First air-mail route established
that the worth of such a lab has between New York, Washington
been vividly demonstrated by the and Philadelphia on May 15, 1918.

FOR YOUR PERSON
FOR YOUR ROOM
S. J. State Animals 2.50 up
Pennants 15c to 2.00
Compacts 1.00 up
Ronson Lighters 7.00 to 12.00
Belt Buckles 2.25 up
Felt Insignias 75c
State Stationery 65c and 85c

ORNIA BOOK CO.
"Your Friendly Store"
34 E. San Fernando

Across 4th from Student Union

You Planned Your Career . . .

Now Plan Your Library
ON OUR ADD-A-BOOK -A -MONTH PLAN
FOR HOME REFERENCE LIBRARIES
We stock References and Outlines in all
subjects from A through Z

Binoculars 3.50 up
De Cats (stickers) 2 for 5c and up

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING FROM OUR
OUTDOOR 5c and UP BAR

for

Steaks

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.

"Your ’Friendly Store"

"Your Friendly Student Store"

134 E. San Fernando Across
545 SOUTH SECOND ST.

4th from Student Union

134 E. San Fernando -- Across 4th from Student Union
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Local Group
Plans Vocal
Music Clinic
As a result of a questionnaire
sent to schools throughout San
Jose, Santa Clara Valley, and the
bay area, a vocal music clinic for
music teachers is being planned
by Chester A. Mason, music education supervisor for San Jose
schdols.
William Erlendson, assistant
professor of music at San Jose
State, will direct activities of the
new clinic which will be in the
form of a three-hour rehearsal
on the afternoon of Nov. 19. It
will take place in some San Jose
school auditorium not yet decided
upon.
A representative selection from
the field of choral music will be
sung, and the songs a na lize d.
Styles of the various musical periods will be interpreted, and
teaching techniques for achieving
proper style will be demonstrated.
Teachers interested in registering for the clinic are advised to
contact Mason at the School Administration building, 408- Almaden avenue.

SJS Students
To Sell Seals
Several organizations and students from San Jose State college
will assist in the sale of Christmas
seals, according to ’Roger Williams, seal sale chairman of Santa
Clara county Tuberculosis association.
Appointment of the personnel
was made recently along with
committee appointments.
Those from the campus are
Joan Brodhead and Nadine CastOr,
AF-socialed Women Students; Mariatr,wanson,
Panhellenic’: Beverly
Rickets, Alpha Chi Omega: Jo
Graefe, Alpha Omicron Pi; Jane
Res, Alpha Phi; Alleta Kellogg,
Delta Gamma; Adele Thompson,
Delta Zeta.; Ellen Erickson, Gamma Phi Beta; Barbara Husbach,
Sigma Kappa, and Lois Garibaldi,
kappa Alpha Theta.
Seals will go on sale Nov. 21.

atMeets Today

liON’T Bring
Unusual Movies COP Ducats
Series Begins Soon To SB Game’
Wednesday, October 19, 1949

"Nicolas Nickelby," starring, Sir
Cedric Hardwicke, is ithe first in
the series of unusual movies to be
presented this year by the Speech
and Drama department.
The movie. will be run for one
night, Wednesday, Oct. 26, in the
Little Theater at 8:15 p.m. Tickets go on sale tomorrow for 30
cents in the Speech office, room
57..
Others starred in the English
cast are Derek Bond and Dame
Sybil Thorndike.

Just Among
Ourselves
By DR. T. W. MacQUARRIE
Getting along pretty well so far,
but, of course, the year is not
quite over. We have picked up a
few low minds--I understand funny how those fellows have to
bring their dirty stuff here to soil
a decent community.
When I was principal of an
elementary school many years ago,
a little girl came to my office
with a note from her teacher.
Evidently she had creatures in her
hair.
I took up the matter, as delicately as I could, with many
words. Finally the little girl -she
Was a bright little thing -said,
now I know what you mean.
Yes, I have them, we all do in our
family. I guess we just have to
have them."
There are always a few of them
around, but we’ll try to make this
a good year in spite ot such varmints.
If you plan .to take military
training during .your college days,
you’d holier See the g.O.T.C. people now. You can’t get a reserve
commission itilesS than four years,
and it may be worth your while
one of these days to have some
training.
We’re quite fussy about posters
and bills, and all blatant advertising. It’s hard enough to keep the
campus. attractive -without giving
up the nicest places to posters,
signs and announcements. If the
bulletin boards are not enough
for your ambitions, you’ll just
have to curb your ambitions. The
rest of us prefer the few green
spots as’t hey are.

The Collegiate Christian fellow -1
shop of San Jose State college will ,
hold its weekly meeting this after -1
noon at 12:30 in room 133.
I
Guest speaker today will be
Miss M. Bergman, missionary and ;
teacher, who returned recently I
from the Orient after 20 years
Thanks to so many of you who
in Shanghai.
Everyone is cordially invited to say "Hello,"- -one young woman
-Said "TB" -and I liked that_
attend.

Classified Advertising

1

WANTED: Men interested in
making money go farther. Just
FURNISHED ROOMS: Doubles take $3 to an NCC representative
and singles, $30425 monthly. On on campus and buy your NCC
bus line in Willow Glen district, membership.
laundry privileges. 1070 Lincoln
FOUND: Man’s wrist watch
avenue.
ROOMS:
Single and double, near campus. Owner identify and
near college, with garage, $24 and pay for ad. Apt. 2, 211 S. Eighth
520. Laundry privileges. 478 N. street after 2 p.m.
Eighth street. Phone- CY 2-5921
FOR SALE
after 3:30 p.m.
APPLIANCES: Thqr washing
LARGE FURNISHED ROOM:
For two girls, with kitchen and machine $20; ice box $4; gas stove
laundry privileges.
Phone CY $10; Electrolux vacuum $15, 161
E. St. John street.
4-5570.
FOR RENT

ROOM: Business woman will
share attractive duplex with two
good students. Kitchen privileges,
everything furnished but the food.
Reasonable rent. Phone CY 5-0318.
MISCELLANEOUS
LOST: Ronson lighter, USV
game. Reward, phone CY 3-1697.

FORD V8: Tudor sedan, 1932
model in good condition. Apt. 77
Spartan City, after 4:30 p.m.
FORD COUPE: 1936 five window model. Neat as a pin, fine
paint, sharp throughout. At a
sacrifice, phone AX 6-5641.

Spartan Daily
RAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
Mustered as second cues, matter April 24, 1134,
’Of San Jose, Californie, under the act of
March I, 11174.
jtull leased wire servIce if United Press.
"Vest et the Globe Printing Company, 1445 S.
’Mrst St,. San Jos*, California Member, Call.
’ Ciornie Newsitooer Publisher’s Association.

HAIRCUTS 81.00
HUMIDOR
BARBER SHOP ,

319 South First Street
(Across Hara street from Soars)

GOLFERS
ATTENTION!
Now, for green fee of only $4
per month, with your ASS card,
you can golf any day of the week
except Sat. and Sun. Also, clubs
mid 2 golf balls can be rented
for 50c a day.

HILLVIEW
GOLF COURSE
Tully Road

CV 6-8560

Students who have obtained
tickets to the COP’ game are
urged to keep their tickets until
that game to avoid confusion at
the Sant* Barbara game, the
Graduate Manager’s office announced yesterday.
Some students presented tickets
bought for the USF game at the
Pepperdine game and had these
tickets torn. No tickets are needed for admittance to the Santa
Barbara game. ASB card holders
need only present their cards to
be punched.
Students also ere asked to purchase their COP ducats at the
booth in the library arch, rather
than in the Graduate Manager’s
office.

Announcements

1

PI NU SIGMA: Pre-nursing are
DELTA PHI DELTA: Members
wishing to go on sketching trip invited to attend an organization Oct. 29 sign up in Art seminar. meeting today in room B72 at
Transpatation provided.
12:30 p.m.
SOPHOMORE CLASS* Council
ALPHA GAMMA: Meeting in
meeting today at 4 p.m. in the
Al tonight at 7:30 p.m. Elecroom
Morris Dailey auditorium.
tion of officers will be held.
SAN JOSE PLAYERS: Meeting
TAU DELTA PHI: Tower meettomorrow in the Little Theater at
at 7 p.m. All neo3:30 p.m. Election of officers to ing Thursday
phytes must attend.
be held.

MU PHI EPSILON AND PHI
FENCING CLUB: Meeting
today at 1:30 p.m. in the studio of MU ALPHA: Music majors and
minors can sign up for the party
the Women’s gym.
in the Music building. Meeting at
ACADEMIC SCHOLARS: Ex- 7:30 p.m. in the Student Union
ecutive meeting tomorrow in room this evening.
129 at 11:30 a.m.
ALL -SPARTANS: A dance afSENIOR CLASS: Executive
will be given in the
meeting today in the Student ter the game
gym by the senior class,
women’s
Union at 2:30 p.m.
from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
CLASS OF ’51: Members and
RALLY COMMITTEE meeting
council, meet today in the Student Union at 3:30 p.m. All junior tonight at 7:00 in room 24, announces Chairman.Glenn Stewart.
class members invited.
Exec meeting, 6:45.
ASSOCIATED WOMEN STUDENTS: Speaker from CommuMOTION PICTURE PROJECnity Chest .with movies in room 24 TIONISTS: Those who signed
at 4:30 p.m. today.
with the audio-visual bureau will
room
Details of a trip to the Pacific
TAU GAMMA: Will hold a cof- meet today at 4:30 p.m. in
Chemical exposition in San Fran- fee and donut sale in the kitchen 155. Any unable to attend, see
cisco will be discussed at the of the women’s gym today and R. B. Lewis before meeting.
meeting of the student affiliates tomorrow, from 8:20 to 9:20 a.m.
of the American Chemical society
WAA SWIM CLUB: Meet totomorrow.
night at pool from 7 to 9 p.m. HYA, GALS!
The group will meet in S29 at
Well, hello! I’m back again, and so
Any girl with ASB card can come.
12:30 p.m. and all interested chemare you. Are you getting into the full
WAA VOLLEY BALL: Meets swing of school routines? Meeting new
istry majors are invited to attend,
according to Dr. Benjamin F. tornoixow night in the women’s friends: attend new classes? Before too
Naylor, assistant professor of gym at 7 p.m. All girls with ASB long those ever excitin’ proms and dates
will be on schedule for you. So listen
cards welcome.
chemistry.
here while I tell of important news to
Election of officers in the camPART TIME EMPLOYMENT: you.
pus organizatiq,n will also take Is asking for student or students
I know, Dad and Mom have you on
place.tomorrow, Dr. Naylor said. with a record player and public a budget again, and it s important that
The American Chemical society is address system. Anyone wanting you remain in their good graces, and
a professional organization with this job can apply with Mrs. Kel- I m here to tell you how you can do
more than 40,000 members.
lenberger in the Dean of Men’s just that!
On Thursday. Fridareand Saturday of
office.
this week Gloria s at 36 So, Second
FOUND: Jade ring of consider- Street is having their annual college
able value. Will owner call at In- weer Sale! Yes-erieeeee, and believe
formation office to describe and you me when you see what s in store
for you, you II be so happy that you’ll
recover same.
jump for joy.
There are Claire M. C. Cardell s, sport
BOWLING CLUB: Meets at
Nine students are serving their
and
internships this quarter on news- the San Jose Bowl at 3:30 p.m. wear. woolens and crepes skirts
blouses in wool jerseys, and Formals!
papers and printing companies today.
Oh what formals! taffetas, nets, satins,
throughout northern California.
and crepes and imagine from only
Five a the group are majoring in ;
$10.00 $15.00 to $20.00 on sale! These
journalism and four are advert is skrtle gown; vps!:e formerly priced up,
to $69.95. Gee. trey really are sharp
Mg majors.
DAILY,
LUNCHES
,FRESH’
looking, strapless, with boleros, some
In orderflo sat istlyy vrepart men t
Just Across 4th Street on
with stoles, and some with decollette
requirement, students inust’spe-ntti
necklines. Just .the kind you’ll love!
San Antonio
three months on a commercial!
You’ve just got to hurry over as soon as
Sendwichas, Candy, Fruit, etc.
publication during their college ca -1
you ficOsh reading tirt3co ci-iff6, and see
reer.
Journalism internees and
those .wonderful values. And ano’her
their new employers are: Beverly
thing! I know that you’d just l000ve
Lymluirner,
Los Gatos Times;
the new jes:.elry department at Gloria’s.
The new trends in jewelry that are so 0-0
Franklin
Brown, Santa Clara
exciting . . . and guess who..? The
Journal; Dick Watry, Merced ExSUPPLY, BOOK & GIFT SHOP prices aren’t -high at all! There are
press; Margot Miller, The Maybracelets, chokers, ear -rings, and scatter
70 E. San Fernando - CY 4-3530
fair: and Edith O’Donnell, Redpins of every description. These little
wood City Tribune.
niceties will be just perfect with your
Advertising majors are: FranSchool Supplies
wardrobe. Or you might even have a
ces Sterling,
Hyde Advertising
birthday gift to select and that over so
BOOKS
Co.;
David Wood, Palo Alto
important budget always keeps popping
GtFTS
up -So wittft-rouid be better ’Th-art JO
’Times; - -Marcella - Sykes, ’Wank ;Sr
know you can purchase the right thing,
Wank; and bon Fitzgerald, Los
CARDS
at the right price? Gloria’s invites you
1Gatos Times.
to come over just to browse around,
TOYS
even if you don’t buy, we just want you
to become acquainted with lovely items.
GAMES
What could be more invitin’ than a sale
CANDIES
at Gloria’s, especially at a time like this
when you can save so much. So come
TOBACCOS
on, kids, step on it and I’ll see you nest"
STATIONERY
week, meanwhile I’ll be waiting to hear
Major-minor party will be
from you to tell me what you bought!
held in the Student Union toAll my love to you,
Many Other Items
night at 7:30 for all music majSugar Pie.
ors and minors.
The social event will be sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha and Mu
Just 2 Blocks
Phi Epsilon, men and women’s
music organizations.
Off Campus
Those planning to attend are
asked to sign the sheet posted
in the Music building.

Chemistry Group Attends Exposition

Nine SJS Students
Doing Internships

SanJoseBox Lunch
the STUDENT

Music Students
To Meet Tonight

Good News

A GOOD DEAL!

For Artists

FOR S.J.S. STUDENTS
ONLY
Fine Wholesome Food
at Low Cost
REGULAR $5.50

MEAL TICKETS
Now $4.95
Breakfast, Luikch, Dinner

CHECK THESE NEW ITEMS JUST RECEIVED
AT SAN JOSE PAINT & WALLPAPER

4101701AVRI,41s.

DELUXE
SANDWICH SHOP
232 S. FIRST STREET
Nest to Mission Theater

New 24 Stick Pastel Sets 1.50
Lightweight Sketch Stool 2.00
Lightweight Drawing Boards
Plywood

Masonite

trr .wwitAnt

112 SOUTH SECOND STREET

40.111.

.0./...

JACK AND HARRY ENJOYING BANNER YEAR

Donaldson and Russell
Lead in Ground -Gaining
Harry Russell, the. swift Spartan right half from Pittsburgh,
Pa.; dashed for 107. yards through
the University of San ..Francisco
Dons Friday to climb into second
place behind fullback Jack Donaldson in the matter of total running gain.
Russell sports an average of 7.3,
and has accounted for 240 yards
thus far via the overland, hut Donaldson still leads the Spartan
squad in the ball packing department with 251 yards, and an 8.7
average.
End Junior Morgan, who didn’t
work out due to an injury t
4
week previous, latched o
heaves from quarterback. Gene
Menges for 52 yards toeboost
seasonal yardage to 234. Morgan
leads the Spartans in this department.
Menges tossed 22 times against
USF, completed 8 for 92 yards,
and is far and away tops In this
department.
The statistics through Oct. 14
follow:
Rushing
Att. Yds. Lst Net Avg.
29 255 4 251 8.7
Donaldson
Russell
33 249 9 240 7.3
Johnson
32 191 5 186 5.8
Dambacher 18 117 0 117 6.5
76 8.6
9
78 1
Mendonsa
74 6.2
12
74 0
Chagon’jn
50 4.2
- 12 . 58 8
Beck
21
57 13
44 2.1
Cemantina
43 3.6
12
48 5
Mangini
As a team the Spartans have
gained 1304 yards in six games.
Pass Receiving
No. Yds. TDs
4
234
10
Morgan
0
116
10
Wilson
0
4
96
Dambacher
89
1
6
Persha
75
0
Cementina
3
0
4
60
Smith
1
1
33
Russell
Passing
Att Comp Yds Int TDs Pct
Menges
78 44 657 7 8 .564
7 128 2 0 .437
Sens’nb’h 16
Scoring
TDs PAT. Total
6
0
36
Donaldson
24
4
0
Morgan
24
0
4
Russell
()
18
3
Beck
3
0
18
Huxley
6-8
6
0
Linn

Leads in Running, Scoring

Harriers Elect
Purdy and Day

HUJJBARD EASY ON CHARGES

Single Scrimmage for
Spartans This Week
Bill Hubbard’s Golden Raiders hold their only scrimmage of the
week this afternoon, the only rough work that the Spartans will do in
preparartion for the Santa Barbara game this Friday.
Hubbard will probably use his tired first string sparingly against
Roy Engle’s Gauchos. An inijury to one or two top men would put the

Spartans in a bad way for next
high
with the
Friday’s game
scoring and statistic-loving College of the Pacific Derma’s.
For iiitance, it is doubtful that
Dick Harding will play at all.
His ankle. hurt in the USF con test. is all right, but another
severe pounding so soon might
put him out.
Harley Dow, Spartan co-captain from Tujunga, is proud of
his team’s comeback after the
Indian game.
"The boys folded against Stanford. But they came back. They
put up two terrific games since
then,"
commented Dow.
"You
can’t say that the Broncos or
Dons scored lucky wins, but you
can’t say that we might not have
won, either.",
..Dow is particularly happy over
the fact that the Spartans did
not quit when, deep in the fourth
quarter, they found
themselves
behind, In each game, San Jose
marched to striking distance of
the goal, but could not put over
the winning or tying touchdown.

v

v

NEW YORK, Oct. 19
lie’s as old fashioned as a hancilebar moustache hut he has that
horse and buggy football team
"of his galloping in a bee-line toward the Rose Bowl.
For awhile he foaled

aro

with that new-fangled T -forma thin but "after looking at a lot
of that fancy stuff we Just decided to go back and run ’em
through tackle like we always
did."
He’s the United Press Coach
of the week, stern Bernie Bierman of Minnesota’s Golden Gophers, who met their toughest
test with colors flying, defeating
Ohio State soundly. 27 to 0.
Bierman,
whose deep freeze
personality goes nicely with Minnesota’s rigorous climate, is a
home-grown white-haired veteran
of 55 - a fellow now battling his
way back to the top after some
post-war years of frustration and
_

disappointment.
The Gophers, only perfect record team left In the Big Ten, had
to beat Ohio State to retaht their
rank as best bell for the Boas
Bowl game, and they did At going
away.

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

Big Game Sellout
STANFORD Calif., Oct. 18
All tickets for the annual
(UP)
"Big Game" between Stanford and
California on Nov. 19 have been
sold out, Stanford Director of Athletics Al Masters announced today.
"We have already sold tickets
for 89,654 seats available and have
been refunding for two months,"
Masters Intik

Water Poloist,
Go Next Against
Stanford Indians

strongly against a powerful Olympic Club team before losing 15-9,.
now have a record of one and
.one.
Over at Stanford, they say The
:ndians have no scoring threats
this year. The score against USC
over the weekend seems to bear
this out. Stanford defeated the
USC water polo team, 4-3. The
Indians are supposedly concentrating on holding down the other team.
If Norm Keeler
and George
Haines can shake loose to pump
in a few, San Jose will do all
right.
The team has averaged 11 goals
a game.

BIG JACK DONALDSON, leading Spartan ball packer, is shown
here on a 33-yard scoring jaunt against Pepperdine’s Waves. Selected all-CCAA two years ago, the 197 pounder is currently in the
midst of his best season, leading the Spartans in scoring and ground
gaining.

Special Rental Rates for Students

3 months $10.00Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portables
Easy Payment Plan

CORONA
’

UNDERWOOD

G A. BLANCHARD

Es. 1900

ROYAL

REMINGTON

24 So. 2nd Si., CYpress 3-6383

2.

Intra -tourney
Deadline Near

After a week’s layoff, the Spartan water polo. team will go
against the Big Red in Palo Alto this‘Friday afternoon at 4
o’clock.

Frosh to Play Bierman’s Got
Aicanist_ IJSF (Nopliers (loin
This Saturday
Spartan’ football fans will have
ar ,opportunity to see two fine
l’Obtball games this weekend at the
Spartan stadium as the varsity
tangles with the Santa Barbara
Gauchos Friday night, and Saturday afternoon at 2 p.m. the local
frosh take on the frosh squad from
U.S.F.
Coach Tom Cureto n’s frosh
squad was scheduled to play all of
their games away from home this
season. However, a change was
Made giving local fans a pre-varsity glimpse of some outstanding
players who may well be future
varsity stars:"
The State frosh have played only one game thus far, but they
made good on that single effort by
defeating Lassen J.C. 34-0. When
Cureton’s charges meet U.S.F.
Saturday they will be spotting the
visitors 15 pounds per man. An
advantage in weight plus a record
of two wins and no losses gives the
Frisco squad a slight advantage.
The U.S.F. boasts wins over Nevada frosh and the Petaluma Leghorns. The Nevada team was
soundly thrashed 47-0 in their
game against U.S.F.
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Dore Purdy and Marion Day
have capped last Friday’s photo
finish
in the interclass
cross
country meet by again sharing
honors.
This week
the cross
country schedule really gets underway so Coach Walt Bealey and
the squad got together to elect
this year’s team captain. Voting favored the naming of Purdy
and Day as co-captains.
Friday afternoon the Spartan
squad travels to San Francisco
where they will have a meet with
San Francisco State on the rugged Lake Merced course. This will
be the first of two meetinngs between the schools this year as
they
tangle again ’Nov. 18 at
Spartan Stadium.

Time is running short for you
Men that want to enter teams in
the touch football and basketball
intramural league. ,
Thursday evening, t 5:110,, an
entries
st be In the hands of
Intramural Director Ted Mumhy.
For touch football, anyone that
wants to enter a team, and fraternities are included, shall turn
in the list of fellowsnot more
n 14 _un. a_ I eam=and pay an
entry fee of $2.50 to be eligible
for the league.
The list for basketball shall not
include more than ten names and
the entry fee will be $2.00. A suitable trophy will. be awarded -to
the winning teaths in both sports.

Special

College
i Rates

TIME

$6.410 under th
20c-a -copy newsstand price
$1.75 under the
regular 1-yar
subscription price

when you subscrib
through Us at the Spe- irA
ciOl College Rots of only 4n

LIFE

[go.. $tat.le
55 65 under th
20c -e-copy newsstand price
SI 25 wailer he
rgulair 1-yr
subscription price

when you subscribe
through us at the Special College Rate of only

Eddie, 011ie the Boys
SAN FRANCISCO, Oct. 18 -(UP) Fullback 011ie Matson of
the University of San Francisco
and quarterback Eddie LeBaron
of the.. College of Pacific were
named the leading backfield candidates for All-American honor,
in a poll of Northern CaliforniN
Football Writers yesterday.
-

lets.4414/6

Mok

T.a

’falba

your

aIlers

stretch

forther by taking edvanteg new

sit

these nwiney-seving, special rates ...

Enter your order today, through

SPARTAN SHOP

9t coon atil
"Chicken in the Rough"

at illiot:o
RED COACH INN
Serving Lunch and Dinner
Noon ’til 9 P.M.
Tea 3 to 5 o’clock
BEAUTIFUL BANQUET ROOM AVAILABLE
FOR LARGE PARTIES
Large Selection of Gifts for Party Prizes

NO JUKE BOXES NO
LIQUOR
Phone Los Gatos 251
2 Miles East of Los Gatos on Hiway 17

Regular $3.95

FLOOR MATS
CUT TO FIT
$295

AMERICAN AUTO
SUPPLY 41)
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union Board
Rooms To Hold First
Meeting Today

Church Meeting
House College Classes

The Student Union board will
A bigger than ever San Jose have had friendly cooperation hold its first meeting of the quarState college needs more class with the faculty and students of ter today at 4 p.m. in the Student
space. An amicable First Con- the college through the years." Union, Dean of Women Helen
Dimmick,. chairman of the board,
gregational church was glad to
cooperate. The result-11 differ- Rev. Peabody has been at the announced recently.
ent classes are meeting in the’First Congregational chUrch for
The board members are meeting
church at 3rd and E. San Antonio 11 years.
to outline plans for this quarter
this quarter.
The college pays no rent to the and attend to l’outine business.
Reverend Stephen C. Peabody church but does pay for utilities Dean Dimmick said that the board
is very pleased with the set-up used and janitorial service that is would also check over the present
recreation equipment and discuss
and is willing to lend assistance supplied by the church.
However, plans for obtaining additional
’I the
II
has sufficient
classrooms. It isn’t the first ex- the college does supply some cus- equipment for the Student Union.
perience that Rev. Peabody has todians.
the board
Twenty-five other groups, he i Student members of
had with the school’s problem.
SwanMarion
are
Don
Schaeffer,
During the war, the college also church, and the -School, take ad- son, Janet Lark’, Shirley Cmintook advantage of the church’s vantage of the three rooms avail- dell, Dick R u s s o and Robert
able for meeting places. "It might
facilities.
be termed a cradle to the grave Schatz.
Faculty members of \the board
Rev. Peabody said, -I’m lin’ arrangement we have here," kidpressed with the way the stu- ded the pastor. "We have gather- are: Dr. E. S. Thompson, Dr.
’dents are using our rooms. They ings that range from the baby Robert D. Rhodes, Dr. Raymond
are very orderly and neat. We clinic to the old ag e pensioners." M.
M Mosher 44(1 Mr. William F.else.

Weekly Dances Start
If Students Desire

The tentative date for the be.
ginning of a possible series of
Wednesday night dances in the
Student Union is Nov. 2. The
dances will begin at 8:00 p.m.
According to Ed Klein, chairman of the event, the Social Affairs committee members are
taking a poll to see if the dances

Frosh Reunion

are faVored by the majority of
the student body.
"The Social Affairs committee
feels that weekly dances would
draw a large crowd," Klein said.
"If the students agree to such a
Oen, our committee Is ready to
initiate it," he ’added.
Representatives poller for the
lophomore class is Marilyn King.
Christine Pace and Norma Welsh
are co-chairmen of the freshman
group.
In charge of publicity and advertising for the proposed events
are Joan Weisinger, Caroline Robins sand Marion Stocker.

Freshmancamp reunion will be
held tomorrow evening at the barbecue pit adjacent to the Women’s
gym. Tickets are still on sale in
the Graduate Manager’s office for
25 cents to those who attended
re hman. camp, according to Dick
f s
Knox, chairman.
names will get the reunion unLivermore and Sanla Clara Val derway at 3 p.m. A steak barbeFair today, tonight and
cue dinner will be served at 5 leys
colder tonight wi t h
p.m., followed by dancing and Thursday:
entertainment.
local frost.

Frosty Tonight

To give you a finer cigarette Lucky Strike maintains

AMERICA’S FINEST CIGARETTE LABORATORY

America’s largest cigarette research laboratory is your
guarantee that Luckies are a finer cigarette!
N7OU SEE HERE the largest and most complete
laboratory of its kind operated by any
cigarette manufacturer in America.
For many years Lucky Strike scientists have
delved into cigarette research on an extensive
scale. Out of this has grown an elaborate system
of quality control. Every step in the making of
Luckies from before the tobacco is bought
until the finished cigarette reaches youcomes
under the laboratory’s watchful eye. As you
read this, a constant stream of tobacco samples

from every tobacco-growing area. . . is flowing
into the laboratory in Richmond, Virginia.
These samples are scientifically analyzed, and
reports of their quality go to the men whb buy
at auction for the makers of Lucky Strike.
Armed with this confidential, scientific informationand their own sound judgment
these men go after finer tobacco. This fine
_tobacco together with scientifically controlled
manufacturing methodsis your assurance that
there is no finer cigarette than Lucky Strike!

So round, so firm, so fully pecked. Typical of many
devices designed to maintain standards of quality, this
mechanism helps avoid loose ends ... makes doubly
sure your Lucky is so round, so firm, so fully packed.

So free and easy on die drew. This meter draws
air through the cigarette, measures the draw. Samples
are tested to see if they are properly filled. Tests like
this guarantee Luekies are free and easy on the draw.

We know:

LUCKIES PAY MORE
for fine tobacco

(millions of dollars more than official parity prices)

wearreokvine LUCKIES PAY MORE
For cigarette research

Testing tobacco. Samples from every tobaccogrowing area are analyzed before and after purchase. These extensive scientific analyses, along
with the expert judgment of Lucky Strike buyers,
assure you that the tobacco in Luckier; is fine!

So, for your own real deepdown smoking enjoyment
1104
.
Smoiiff

Lucky Strike’s fins tobacco and constant research combine to give
you a finer cigarette.

Prove this to your.
self. Buy a carton of
Luckies today!

COPR., THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

